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Waiting at the Lounge 

ラウンジで待機している 

 

Section 1: Dialogue (セクション 1：対話) 

Please read the following dialogue between Satoshi, who is a tourist and the Lounge 
Attendant. 

Lounge Attendant: Welcome to the airport lounge sir.  

Satoshi: Thank you. I can’t wait to stretch my feet. I’m so exhausted. 

Lounge Attendant: Would you like to have a seat? 

Satoshi: I would be delighted. May I know if there is wi-fi here? 

Lounge Attendant: Yes sir. It’s available for all lounge members. 

Satoshi: May I know what else you offer? 

Lounge Attendant: We have unlimited beverages and buffet. And if you’re interested, 
there is also massage therapy. 

Satoshi: Wow! That’s just what I need. Thank you so much. 
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Section 2: Useful Expressions (セクション 2：便利な表現) 

Please take note of the following useful expressions. 

1. What services do you offer? 
2. How much do you charge for the following? 
3. Do you have a wi-fi connection? 
4. May I request for something? 
5. Is this seat taken? 

 

Section 3: Vocabulary Words and Expressions (セクション 3：単語や表現) 

Please read the vocabulary word/expression with its definition and sample sentence. 

Vocabulary/Expression Sample Sentence 
Exhausted 
(ig-zawst) 
adjective 

After walking the whole day I feel so exhausted. 

Delighted 
(dih-lahy-tid) 
adjective 

My school teacher was delighted that we all passed 
our exams. 

Available 
(uh-vey-luh-buhl) 
adjective 

Towels are readily available in hotels. 

Lounge 
(lounj) 

Tired passengers stay at the lounge to relax. 

Beverages 
(bev-er-ij) 

Daniel’s favorite beverage is green tea. 

Buffet 
(buhf-ey) 
noun 

Manuel Uribe spent most of his time at the buffet 
table eating steak. 

Therapy 
(ther-uh-pee) 
noun 

Athlete’s need to have muscle therapy so that they 
can perform better. 
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Section 4: Completing the Conversation Exercise (セクション 4：会話の練習) 

Please complete the dialogue using the words from the box below. 

 

Lounge Attendant: Welcome to the airport lounge sir.  

Satoshi: Thank you. I can’t wait to relax. I’m so __________. 

Lounge Attendant: Would you like to have a seat?  

Satoshi: I would be _________. May I know if there are __________ here? 

Lounge Attendant: Yes sir. It’s __________ for all _________ members. 

Satoshi: May I know what else you offer? 

Lounge Attendant: We have unlimited _________ and _________. And if you’re 
interested, there is also massage _______. 

Satoshi: Wow! That’s just what I need. Thank you so much. 

Buffet               Lounge              delighted          Beverages            exhausted       
therapy         available          magazines 
 


